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Phillips, Ruth B.  Trading Identities.  Seattle:  University of Washington Press, 1998 
(p. 288) 
From Ted Brasser’s “A Basketful of Change” (1975) 
The specific techniques of split basketry used by Abenaki and northeastern aboriginal 
peoples during the 19th and 20th centuries may have been learned from the Scandinavian 
and Germans in the early contact period and “grafted on to highly accomplished 
precontact basket weaving techniques.  As Phillips summarizes “the thoroughness with 
which Aboriginal groups in the Northeast mastered and elaborated splint basketry, 
together with their economic need, led to their establishing a near monopoly over basket 
making in their region.” 
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Waugh, F.W.  Iroquis Foods and Food Preparation.  Ottawa:  Ottawa Government 
Printing Bureau, 1916 (Facsimile edition in 1973 by national Museums of Canada, 
National Museum of Man) 
  
p. 61 
“The pack of carrying basket had a variety of uses.  It is still frequently employed during 
harvest for gather corn, and sometimes for carrying the smaller children.  It also formed a 
convenient receptacle for collecting firewood, or for the transportation of 
provisions.  Those used for corn or wood are very strongly made.  A burden strap or tump 
line, gasha’a’ is attached for carrying. 
  
Indications are frequently found suggesting an improvement and an extension of basket-
making with the introduction of European tools, and the pack basket has no doubt also 
undergone some changes, though there is little variety of form to be found at 
present…The favourite Iroquis basketry material everywhere is black ash.  The tree is cut 
into logs some 6 or 8 feet in length, the bark is removed and the outside pounded with the 
back of an ax or with a mallet, until the layers can be separated into strips.  When black 
ash cannot be found, other woods, such as hickory, soft maple, and birch, are made use of 
in the same way… 
  
The hulling or washing basket is always twilled, the sides being woven tightly and the 
bottoms made open and sieve-like.” 
  
p. 62 
“There is some variation in size to correspond with family requirements; otherwise there 
is little difference, except with regard to the handle.  One style of basket has none; 
another has an opening on each side for the hands immediately below the rim; a third has 
only one such opening; a fourth has small bent wooden handles inserted on opposite 
sides, while a fifth has a wooden handle extending from side to side…” 

 


